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Employees are a
company’s greatest asset.

They’re your
competitive advantage.

Anne Mulcahy
(Former CEO of Xerox)



CLOVERLEAF & YELLOW SEED

TEAM DEVELOPMENT SOLUTION

The cloverleaf platform is an amazing product that helps to
visualize the psychometric data of small and medium teams.

We wanted to create a team development solution for companies 
where the Cloverleaf platform could be seamlessly integrated into 

an overall team journey – whether you are a new or established 
company.

As experts in the field of Talent Management and Agile Team/
Enterprise Coaching we were very excited to develop a new team 

development journey that fits in perfectly with the new world of 
work. The result is the Agile Team Intelligence Program, or Agile TQ 

Program.



ASSESSMENTS INCLUDED IN THE
CLOVERLEAF SUITE

PERSONALITY

16 Types | DISC | Enneagram

CULTURE
Cloverleaf Culture Assessment

ROLES

Team Roles

STRENGTHS
Strengthfinder

VALUES

VIA

RELATIONSHIPS
Thinking Styles Comparison



TEAMS ARE THE FUTURE OF

ORGANISATIONAL PERFORMANCE

The Agile movement has proven without a doubt that companies 
who thrive in uncertain and volatile markets are companies who 
deploy high-performing small teams in all areas of their business.

The increase in efficiency that comes with the shift from
high-performing individuals to high-performing teams is almost to 

good to be true.

The 8 pillars of the Agile Team Intelligence Model reflects the
8 crucial characteristics that are required for a team to perform at 

their best.

Each pillar represents a requirement for healthy teams that can be 
measured and improved. 



AGILE TQ MODEL
THE 8 ELEMENTS THAT MAKE A GREAT TEAM

01 Results Driven
Clear, shared goal, focused on end result.

02 Open Communication
Regular, effective communication and 
feedback

03 Psychological Safety
Free to be vulnerable & authentic, willing to ask for help

04 Accountability
Self organising team with clear accountability for each 
team member and holding eachother accountable

08 Collaborative Relationships
Clear, shared goal, focused on end result.

07 Continuous Learning
Quick response to change, learn from mistakes, iterative 
feedback

06 Diversity & Creativity
Constructive debate, diverse thinking, win-win conflict 
management, cross-functional diversity

05 Adapting to Change
Openness to change; quick adoption and support of others 
through change



AGILE TQ

PROGRAM APPROACH

The program makes use of pre- and post program assessments to 
show the improvement in the team score after completing the

program. This represents a clear return on investment for
companies wanting to invest in the efficiency of their teams.

Once the team assessment has been completed the teams are 
taken through a series of workshops and blended learning

initiatives.

The initial focus of the program is self-discovery of each team 
member using the results of the Cloverleaf assessments.

The focus then shifts to the team where delegates tackle each 
area of the Agile TQ model.

The last section of the Program focuses on the development of an 
Agile Team Toolkit that can be used by teams for future

projects/work. 



THE AGILE TQ
TEAM DEVELOPMENT JOURNEY

Use a range of interactive assessments and diagnostic tools  to get in-depth insights 
on team members. 

ASSESS

RESULT
Deep self insight | Team insight | Personalised team development strategy

TOOLS
Cloverleaf (12 month access)| Agile TQ Team Diagnostic

Range of online learning resources & weekly AI-enabled emails  to enhance learning 
and insight before and after workshops.

BLENDED LEARNING

RESULT
Enhanced knowledge retention | Applied learning | Reinforcing key themes
TOOLS
Access to x10 online team development courses | AI weekly emails

Highly interactive workshops based on proven research and the latest findings in 
neuroscience and team development.

RESULT
Increase in team cohesiveness, trust, communication and learning
TOOLS
Workshops with the team | X2 coaching sessions with the team leader

AGILE TQ WORKSHOPS

Using the latest in gamification theory to create high levels of engagement and  
maintain team development momentum.

RESULT
Increase in employee engagement
TOOLS
Team conversations cards game | Team simulation game

TEAM RESOURCES



The first stage of the
program is divided into 
two parts:

The first stage of the 
program consists of the 
completion of the 
Assessments and Team 
Diagnostic.

All individuals in the 
team must complete 
their online assessments 
on the Cloverleaf
platform.

They must also complete 
the Agile TQ Diagnostic 
Survey. 

Each team member 
gets individual feedback 
on their Cloverleaf 
results. (Group feedback 
sessions are also offered to save 
time/budget)

There are 3 workshops 
that needs to be
attended in order to 
complete the agile TQ 
Program. In between 
the three workshops, 
team members are 
provided with online 
learning modules that 
need to be completed 
and is designed to
support the retention of 
principles learnt during 
the workshops. 

The cloverleaf system 
also sends out
automatic messages 
that enforces the
individual learning 
throughout the process.

AGILE TQ

OVERVIEW OF THE JOURNEY

Workshop 1 focuses on guiding the members 
through a team-insight process to gain better 
understanding of the functioning & interaction of the 
various team members within the team dynamic. 
This workshop is covered over a period of one and 
a half days and can be completed in 2 or 3 
sessions.

Workshop 2 focuses on guiding the members 
through the 8 elements of a healthy team that 
makes up the Agile TQ model. Each of the 8
elements is reviewed in detail. This workshop is
covered over a period of one and a half days and 
can be completed in 2 or 3 sessions. 

Workshop 3 has been designed to teach practical 
agile methodologies and mindsets to a team, 
whether they have experience in agile 
methodology or not. The aim is to leave the team 
with a toolkit of practical skills to help them function 
optimally. This workshop is covered over a period of 
one and a half days and can be completed in 2 or 
3 sessions. 

The Program ends off with team leader
sessions to assist the leader in setting up rhythms 
within the teams that will help to sustain their 
continued development and offer support in their 
journey going forward. This includes things like 
leadership tips, meeting cards and online learning 
modules.

Team leader coaching is also offered 
throughout the program to ensure that teams are 
getting the right support.



THE AGILE TQ PROGRAM
ROADMAP

Blended learning
Weekly AI emails
Team completes post-workshop 
online course

Blended learning
Weekly AI emails
Team completes post-workshop 
online course

Workshop 3: ATI
1,5 day workshop on Agile team 
implementation (rhythms, mindsets 
and processes)
Leader coaching

Sustained focus on team
development
Team cards to use at meetings
Team coaching sessions 
Online courses to reinforce learning

Assess
Team completes Cloverleaf & 
Agile TQ diagnostic
Feedback on Cloverleaf results 
(group or individual)

Workshop 1: TI
1,5 day workshop focusing on 
Cloverleaf team insights
Leader coaching 

Workshop 2: TD
1,5 day workshop on 8  
aspects of the Agile TQ team 
development
Leader coaching



VARIOUS OPTIONS
TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS

The full Agile TQ Program, as described in this brochure, is the
suggested approach to gain the most value from your teams.

We do, however, understand that time and resource constraints 
requires solutions that provide more options on scale. 

For this reason we have developed 3 versions of the Yellow Seed 
Team Development Solution that offers a flexible range of solutions 
to suit your needs:

Team Insights Program – perfect as an introductory program 
and highly scalable

Team Development Program – highly effective team
development solution for companies wanting to invest a bit 
more in team development

Agile Team Intelligence Program – robust solution with added 
focus on practical application. Perfect to create agile-ready 
teams for transformation projects.

We also offer additional products/services that can be added to 
any of our Programs.



AVAILABLE YELLOW SEED
TEAM DEVELOPMENT SOLUTION OPTIONS

WITH DELIVERABLES

DESCRIPTION OF
DELIVERABLES

YS TEAM
INSIGHTS

YS TEAM
DEVELOPMENT

YS AGILE TEAM
INTELLIGENCE

Cloverleaf Assessment
Platform Access

Facilitated Feedback -
Group

Feedback Course

Agile TQ 360
Diagnostic

Online course library

Team Insights
Workshop – 1,5 days

Team Development
Workshop – 1,5 days

Agile Team Intelligence
Workshop – 1,5 days

Team Leader Coaching



ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS/
SERVICES OFFERED

Individual Assessment Feedback – 60 minutes

Team Coaching Sessions – 120 minutes

Team Leader Coaching – 90 minutes

Team Conversation Cards

Team Simulation Game



There is a 1.9 times
increased likelihood of having

above-average financial
performance if you have your
top teams working toward a 

common vision.



Send us a mail
to find out more or book
an online meeting
sarel@yellowseed.co.za
www.yellowseed.co.za

Learn more about the Cloverleaf Platform:
www.cloverleaf.me


